Abstract. We consider the space X h of Hermitian matrices having staircase form and the given simple spectrum. There is a natural action of a compact torus on this space. Using generalized Toda flow, we show that X h is a smooth manifold and its smooth type is independent of the spectrum. Morse theory is then used to show the vanishing of odd degree cohomology, so that X h is an equivariantly formal manifold. The equivariant and ordinary cohomology of X h are described using GKM-theory. The main goal of this paper is to show the connection between the manifolds X h and the semisimple Hessenberg varieties well-known in algebraic geometry. Both the spaces X h and Hessenberg varieties form wonderful families of submanifolds in the complete flag variety. There is a certain symmetry between these families which can be generalized to other submanifolds of the flag variety.
Introduction
A Hessenberg function is a function h : rns Ñ rns such that hpiq ě i and hpi`1q ě hpiq. Given such a function and a linear operator S : C n Ñ C n one can define a subvariety Y h of the variety Fl n of complete complex flags in C n :
Hess h,S " tV ‚ P Fl n | SV i Ă V hpiq u, called Hessenberg variety. If S is diagonalizable with distinct eigenvalues, it is known that Y h " Hess h,S is nonsingular, and its smooth type is independent of S. The manifold Y h carries an action of an algebraical torus pCˆq n induced by the standard action of pCˆq n on C n . Therefore there is an action of a compact torus T n Ă pCˆq n on Y h . There is another natural space associated with the given Hessenberg function h: the space X h of Hermitian matrices which have a given simple spectrum λ " pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q and staircase form determined by h. The manifold of all Hermitian matrices with spectrum λ can be identified with complete flag manifold, therefore the spaces X h form a family of subspaces of Fl n . Conjugation by diagonal matrices determines a natural action of a compact torus T n on X h . For the case h min piq " i`1, i " 1, . . . , n´1, hpnq " n, the manifold Y h min is known to be the toric variety corresponding to root system of type A n . The space X h min is the space of tridiagonal isospectral Hermitian matrices. This space is known to be a quasitoric manifold over the permutohedron, whose characteristic function is determined by a proper coloring of facets (see details in [7] ). Two conclusions can be drawn from this example. First, the manifolds X h min and Y h min are different (see example 3.13). Second, the spaces X h min and Y h min are closely related: their equivariant cohomology rings are isomorphic, and their orbit spaces are combinatorially the same. This particular case was studied in details in the work of Bloch, Flaschka, and Ratiu [3] .
In this paper we show a similar connection between X h and Y h in general. First we show that the space X h of staircase isospectral matrices is a smooth manifold, and its smooth type is independent of the spectrum λ (see Theorem 3.5) . This statement is a folklore: the essential idea of using the Toda flow is well-known, and certain versions of this statement were proved in several papers (see e.g. [17] for real tridiagonal matrices, and [11] for general real staircase matrices).
Applying Morse theory we show that odd degree cohomology of X h vanish. As a corollary, the manifold X h is equivariantly formal, and its equivariant cohomology ring can be described by GKM-theory. The corresponding results for the manifold Y h were proved in [16] .
Finally, we show the relation between X h and Y h . Let U pnq be the unitary group. The manifold U pnq admits two actions of a compact torus T n defined by left and right multiplication. Each of these actions is free and the orbit space in both cases is a manifold of complete complex flags in C n .
(1.1) Fl n -T n zU pnq
The relation between X h and Y h is fairly simple and is given by the following Theorem 1.1. There exists a submanifold Z h Ď U pnq invariant under both left and right actions of T n such that its left quotient is X h , and its right quotient is Y h .
This result easily implies the homeomorphism X h {T n -Y h {T n , the isomorphism HT pX h q -HT pX h q of equivariant cohomology rings, and the coincidence of Betti numbers of X h and Y h , see Theorem 3.11.
The considerations of this paper make sense in the real case as well. We have a real Hessenberg variety
We also have the space X R h of isospectral staircase real symmetric matrices. The smoothness of X R h follows from the properties of Toda flow, see [11] . The spaces X In the work [11] , where the manifold Y R h was introduced, it was called a real Hessenberg manifold. We consider this naming a certain inaccuracy.
One of the goals of the current paper is to show that there are actually two types of manifolds which are different from topological point of view. The manifold Y h is an algebraic variety, while X h is not (in general). The manifold X h has stably trivial tangent bundle, while Y h has not (again, in general). The Betti numbers of X h and Y h coincide, however the multiplicative structures of their cohomology rings may be different.
Different methods are used to prove the smoothness of X h and Y h . Smoothness of X h follows from the properties of generalized Toda flow. Smoothness of Y h follows from the properties of Bialynicki-Birula decomposition. It seems that there should exist a dynamics on Z h which covers the Toda flow (or its generalizations) on X h and Bialynicki-Birula flow on Y h .
It should be noted that smoothness of one of the spaces X h , Y h implies the smoothness of the other according to Theorem 1.1. Indeed, we have a diagram (1.1) of two smooth fibrations. If M is any T -invariant smooth manifold in U pnq{T n , then q´1pM q Ă U pnq is a smooth manifold, and, therefore,M " pq´1pM q is also smooth. This construction allows to make X h out of Y h and vice versa.
Following this recipe, for every T -invariant smooth submanifold M in a flag manifold one can construct its "twin"M . This can be used to construct examples of well-behaved manifolds having the same orbit spaces but different characteristic data. The reasoning works in the real case as well.
Manifolds of sparse isospectral matrices
Isospectral matrices. Let M n denote the vector space of all Hermitian matrices of size nˆn. We have dim R M n " n 2 . For a given set λ " tλ 1 , . . . , λ n u of pairwise distinct real numbers consider the subset M λ Ă M n of all matrices which have eigenvalues tλ 1 , . . . , λ n u (assume λ 1 ă λ 2 ă¨¨¨ă λ n ).
Let U pnq be the group of unitary matrices and T n Ď U pnq be the compact torus, that is the subgroup of diagonal unitary matrices
Note that the group U pnq acts on M n by conjugation. Multiplying Hermitian matrix by ?´1 , we get a skew-Hermitian matrix, therefore such an action can be identified with the adjoint action of Lie group U pnq on its tangent Lie algebra. For a simple spectrum λ the subset M λ is identified with the principal orbit of the adjoint action. Therefore M λ is diffeomorphic to a complete flag variety Fl n " U pnq{T n . Moreover, there is a trivial smooth fibration
where Σ is the set of Hermitian matrices with multiple eigenvalues, C " tpλ 1 , . . . , λ n q P R n | λ 1 ă¨¨¨ă λ n u is a Weyl chamber, and p maps the matrix to its eigenvalues in increasing order. The fiber of p over the point λ is the manifold M λ . We have dim R M λ " npn´1q. The group T n acts on M n by conjugation: A Þ Ñ DAD´1. In coordinate notation we have pa ij q i"1,...,n j"1,...,n Þ Ñ pt i t´1 j a ij q i"1,...,n j"1,...,n Scalar matrices commute with every matrix A, therefore the diagonal subgroup of torus acts non-effectively. The fixed points of the action of T n on M λ are the diagonal matrices with spectrum λ, i.e. the matrices of the form A σ " diagpλ σp1q , λ σp2q , . . . , λ σpnfor all possible permutations σ P Σ n .
Let Γ be a simple graph (that is a finite graph without multiple edges and loops), which has the vertex set t1, . . . , nu, and edge set E. We associate with Γ a vector subspace in the set of all Hermitian matrices:
Note that the action of T n by conjugation preserves the set M Γ . Also let
The space M Γ,λ is called the space of isospectral sparse matrices of type Γ. The torus T n acts on M Γ,λ and we have
Example 2.2. If Γ is the graph with no edges, then M Γ,λ is the finite set of cardinality pn`1q! consisting of all diagonal matrices with spectrum λ.
Remark 2.3. The case of disconnected graphs can be reduced to the connected case. Let Γ 1 , . . . , Γ k be the connected components of graph Γ, having vertex sets A 1 , . . . , A k Ă t1, . . . , nu. Let Ω be the set of all possible partitions of the set tλ 1 , . . . , λ n u into nonintersecting subsets S i of cardinalities
In the following we consider only connected graphs.
Problem 2.4. Is it true that for each graph Γ the space M Γ,λ is a smooth submanifold whose diffeomorphism type is independent of the spectrum λ?
In the next section we describe the classical situation in which the smoothness of M Γ,λ is proved using generalized Toda flow.
Staircase Hermitian matrices
Let h : rns Ñ rns be the function satisfying the condition hpiq ě i for 0 ď i ď n, and hpi`1q ě hpiq for 0 ď i ď n´1. Such functions are called Hessenberg functions. We write Hessenberg function by listing its values: php1q, hp2q, . . . , hpnqq.
For a Hessenberg function h consider the vector subspace M h of sparse Hermitian matrices of the form
Obviously, M h coincides with M Γ h , where Γ h is the graph on the set t1, . . . , nu with edge set E " tpi, jq | i ď j ď hpiqu.
Remark 3.1. The graphs Γ h arising from Hessenberg functions are known in combinatorics. According to [13] , the Γ is isomorphic to Γ h for some Hessenberg function h if and only if Γ is an indifferent graph (otherwise called proper interval graph), see definition in [13] . It is known that any indifferent graph is chordal, but not the converse.
We call the Hessenberg function h indecomposable if it satisfies the relation hpiq ą i for all i " 1, . . . , n´1. If h is not indecomposable, the corresponding graph Γ h is disconnected, therefore the corresponding space breaks down into the disjoint union of products of smaller spaces, see remark 2.3. Therefore it is sufficient to consider only indecomposable Hessenberg functions.
Remark 3.2. Note that the number of indecomposable Hessenberg functions h : rns Ñ rns equals the n-th Catalan number C n "
For a Hessenberg function h : rns Ñ rns, consider the function g : rns Ñ rns
It can be seen that gpiq ď i for all i P rns and
The element A i,j of matrix A P M h is allowed to be nonzero only if gpiq ď j ď hpiq. 
the space M h min is the space of tridiagonal Hermitian matrices.
Consider the space
that is the set of staircase Hermitian matrices having given simple spectrum λ 1 ă¨¨¨ă λ n . The compact torus T n acts on M h,Λ as before, with the diagonal ∆pT 1 q acting noneffectively. If h is indecomposable, then the induced action of T n {∆pT 1 q is effective. Let d " dphq " ř n i"1 phpiq´iq. Consider the real version of these constructions. Let X R h be the set of staircase symmetric real matrices with the given simple spectrum. The group Z n 2 acts on this space. Theorem 3.5. The space X h is a smooth 2d-dimensional manifold, whose smooth type is independent of Λ. The space X R h is a smooth d-dimensional manifold, whose smooth type is independent of Λ. Odd cohomology of the space X h vanish.
The real case of this statement was proved in the work [11] , where, in particular, the homology of X R h with Z 2 -coefficients were calculated. Before proving the theorem we give some of its important consequences. Recall the notion of Borel construction. Let X be a space with the action of a compact torus T -T k . The Borel construction of X is the space X T " XˆT ET , where ET Ñ BT is the classifying bundle of the group T . Note that BT » pCP 8 q k . The natural map p : X T Ñ BT is the Serre fibration with fiber X. Equivariant cohomology ring of X is the ring HT pXq " H˚pX T q. In the following we assume that cohomology have coefficients in Z, unless stated otherwise. The induced map p˚: H˚pBT q Ñ H˚pX T q makes HT pXq " H˚pX T q a module over the ring of polynomials
Definition 3.6. A space X is called equivariantly formal if the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration p
collapses at the second page.
Remark 3.7. Note that vanishing of odd cohomology of X implies that E p,q 2 " 0, if p or q are odd. In this case all higher differential in the spectral sequence vanish by trivial reasons, hence X is equivariantly formal.
Corollary 3.8. The space X h with the action of the torus T is equivariantly formal.
In equivariantly formal case the ordinary cohomology ring can be obtained from the equivariant cohomology ring by changing the coefficient ring:
In many situations equivariant cohomology algebra of equivariantly formal manifolds can be computed using GKM-theory, see [8] or [10] .
Proposition 3.9. The space X h is a GKM-manifold.
Recall the definition of the Hessenberg variety. Let h : rns Ñ rns be a Hessenberg function, Λ the diagonal nˆn-matrix with pairwise distinct values at diagonal (we will assume these numbers real, however it is not necessary in the definition). Let Fl n be the complete flag variety 
The algebraical torus pCˆq n acts on C n , inducing the action of pCˆq n on Fl n . The subvariety Y h is preserved by this action.
It is known (see [16] or [1] and references therein), that Y h is a smooth variety of complex dimension d, its odd cohomology vanish, and Y h is a GKM-manifold with respect to the action of a compact torus T n Ă pCˆq n .
Theorem 3.11. For the manifold X h of isospectral staircase matrices and the Hessenberg variety Y h the following hold HT pX h q -HT pY h q.
(4) The Betti numbers of X h and Y h coincide:
For the Hessenberg function h max : rns Ñ rns, h max piq " n, @i P rns, the space X hmax is the space of all isospectral Hermitian matrices, and Y hmax is the whole flag variety Fl n . Therefore in this case we have X h -Y h .
We should remark that in general the manifolds X h and Y h are different. For a function h min (see (3.2) ) the space X h min is the manifold of isospectral tridiagonal Hermitian matrices. It is known [17, 3, 7] , that this manifold is a quasitoric manifold over the permutohedron, and its characteristic function is determined by a proper coloring of facets of permutohedron. On the other hand, it is known [3] , that Hessenberg variety Y h min is the toric variety corresponding to root system of type A n . Therefore, Y h min is also a quasitoric manifold over the permutohedron, however its characteristic function is determined by normal vectors to facets of permutohedron. The characteristic functions are non-equivalent thus, at least from equivariant point of view, the manifolds X h min and Y h min are different.
Example 3.13. In case n " 3 the 4-manifolds X h min and Y h min can be explicitly described. The manifold Y h min is a toric manifold over the regular hexagon. Such hexagon can be obtained from a triangle by cutting its vertices. Therefore Y h min is the blow up of CP 2 at 3 points, hence, up to diffeomorphism, Y h min -CP 2 #3CP 2 . The manifold X h min is quasitoric, and its characteristic pair is shown on fig.1 . It can be seen that the characteristic pair is the connected sum of two squares along the vertex. Therefore, X h -pS 2ˆS2 q#pS 2ˆS2 q. The manifolds X h min and Y h min are non-diffeomorphic: for example they have different signatures. 
Generalized Toda flow
To prove Theorem 3.5 we use the properties of isospectral flows. These properties are briefly described below.
Let
where L`, L 0 , L´are strictly upper triangular, diagonal, and strictly lower triangular matrices respectively. So far L`" L t . Consider the skew Hermitian matrix P " P pLq " L´´L`. The generalized Toda flow is the dynamical system
The following holds.
(1) Since L is Hermitian, and P is skew Hermitian, the commutator rL, P s is Hermitian. Therefore the subspace M n of Hermitian matrices is preserved by the flow (4.1). (2) The standard reasoning (see, e.g. [14] ) shows that flows of the form 9 L " rL, ApLqs preserve the spectrum of L. Therefore the subset M λ is preserved by the flow (4.1). (3) Finally, it can be checked by a direct computation that L has a staircase form, determined by a Hessenberg function h, i.e. L P M h , then P pLq P M h and moreover rL, P s P M h . Therefore the subset M h together with X h " M h X M λ are preserved by the flow (4.1). (4) The flow commutes with the action of torus T n´1 . Indeed, the action on both L and P is the conjugation by diagonal matrix D, therefore we have:
LD´1 " pDLD´1q(
5) The set of real symmetric matrices is invariant under the flow (4.1). Natural analogs of the previous statements hold in the real case.
Example 4.1. For the Hessenberg function h min in the real case, the flow (4.1) is the ordinary non-periodic Toda flow on the space of tridiagonal symmetric matrices. This is the classical example of integrable dynamical system, see [14] . Since the spectrum λ " pλ 1 ă¨¨¨ă λ n q is preserved by the flow, the limit matrix has the form (4.2)
A σ " diagpλ σp1q , . . . , λ σpnfor some permutation σ P Σ n . We will prove the smoothness of X h following the classical idea used by Tomei in tridiagonal case [17] . Let the diagonal elements of the matrix L P X h be denoted a 1 , . . . , a n , and
Therefore, the map M h Ñ R n , L Þ Ñ pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q is a smooth submersion in neighborhoods of diagonal matrices. Now we prove that the spaces X h are smooth manifolds, and their smooth types are independent of simple spectrum λ, which is the first part of Theorem 3.5.
Proof. Let L P M h be an arbitrary staircase Hermitian matrix with simple spectrum. Consider the trajectory of generalized Toda flow having initial value Lp0q " L. According to proposition 4.2, for some t we have Lptq P U , where U is a neighborhood of diagonal matrix. The flow determines a diffeomorphism φ t from a neighborhood V Ă M h of matrix L to the neighborhood U 1 Ă U of matrix Lptq. The composed map
sends every matrix to its spectrum according to isospectral property of the flow. Since this map is the composition of a diffeomorphism and a submersion, it is a submersion. Therefore the map
is a smooth submersion at all points, where Σ is the set of matrices with multiple eigenvalues. Thus p is a smooth fibration, and all its fibers p´1pλq " M h X M λ " X h are diffeomorphic.
The generalized Toda flow determines the dynamical system on a manifold X h . According to Proposition 4.2 the equilibria points of this system are the diagonal matrices A σ , moreover, every trajectory tends to one of these matrices if t Ñ˘8. Therefore, the system has no closed periodical orbits except equilibria points. To prove the vanishing of odd cohomology we use Morse theory.
Lemma 4.4. Let h max piq " n, and consequently X hmax is diffeomorphic to the complete complex flag variety Fl n . The generalized Toda flow is a gradient flow on X hmax .
Proof. The proof repeats the idea of [6] , where it was developed in the real case. At first note that Toda flow can be written in a simple way on the level of unitary matrices.
The solution Lptq of the flow (4.1) has the form Lptq " U ptqΛU ptq´1, where U ptq is the solution of the equation 9 U "´P pLqU, P pLq " P pU ΛU´1q " pU ΛU´1q´´pU ΛU´1q`.
To prove the lemma, we need to specify the Riemannian metric and the function on U pnq{T n -X hmax such that the generalized Toda flow is the gradient of this function. We determine the function F on the manifold U pnq{T n by setting F pU q " a 1`2 a 2`¨¨¨`n a n , where pa 1 , . . . , a n q is the diagonal of the Hermitian matrix L " U ΛU´1 P X hmax . If we denote the diagonal matrix diagp1, 2, . . . , nq by N , we have F pU q " TrpLN q " TrpU ΛU´1N q. Now we define a Riemannian metric on U pnq{T n . At first we define a bilinear form on the tangent space upnq of the group U pnq. The tangent algebra upnq consists of skew Hermitian matrices of size n. Let J be a linear operator on upnq, which multiplies each element ω ij of skew Hermitian matrix Ω P upnq by |i´j|. Hence, the k-th lower and upper diagonals of a matrix are multiplied by k, in particular its main diagonal vanishes. Strictly speaking, J does not have an inverse map. Nevertheless, it will be convenient to define J´1 as the operator acting on the subspace of all skew Hermitian matrices with zeroes at main diagonal. The operator J´1 divides the elements of k-th diagonal by k. For each matrix Ω P upnq having zeroes at main diagonal we have Ω " JJ´1pΩq.
There is a standard Killing form on the space upnq
We consider another bilinear form by setting
The form x¨,¨y J is well defined on upnq, however it is degenerate. Its kernel consists of diagonal matrices, since such matrices are annihilated by J. Therefore, the form x¨,¨y J is a nondegenerate positive-definite form on upnq{tpnq, that is on the tangent space of U pnq{T n . We spread the form x¨,¨y J over U pnq{T n by left transitive action of U pnq. This defines the Riemannian metric on U pnq{T n -X hmax . Now we show that the gradient flow of the function F with respect to metric x¨,¨y J coincides with the generalized Toda flow. Let U 0 P U pnq and L 0 " U 0 ΛU´1 0 . Consider the infinitesimal shift U " p1`ΩqU 0 , Ω P upnq. We have
The transition from third to forth line is correct since rL 0 , N s is a matrix with zeroes at diagonal. A direct check shows that´J´1prL 0 , N sq " P pL 0 q " pL 0 q´´pL 0 q`. Therefore, grad x¨,¨y J F at point rU s P U pnq{T n coincides with´P pU ΛU´1q, which means that it determines the generalized Toda flow.
The equilibria points A σ of the Toda flow are singular points of the function F . Let
denote the stable and unstable manifolds of the equilibrium point A of the flow 9 L " f pLq on a manifold X. For the generalized Toda flow (4.1) on the manifold Fl -X hmax and its submanifolds X h we have W
Fl pA σ q X X h , for each equilibrium point A σ of the form (4.2).
Lemma 4.5. All equilibria points A σ of the flow (4.1) on X h have hyperbolic type. The dimension of the stable manifold at a point A σ is equal to
Proof. We will need a coordinate form of the flow 9
L " rL, P s. As before, let a i , i P rns be the diagonal entries of L P M h , and b i,j be its above diagonal entries. The staircase condition implies a restriction b i,j " 0 if j ą hpiq. We have
Let us compute an off-diagonal element of the matrix rL, P s. For i ă j we have
The equilibrium point A σ corresponds to a i " λ σpiq , b ij " 0. To linearize the system (4.4) in the neighborhood of A σ we assume all b ij small and discard all terms of order ą 1 at the right hand side of (4.4). The linearized system has the form (4.5)
It can be seen that 2dphqˆ2dphq-matrix of the linearized system is diagonal (the doubling takes place since each number b ij has real and imaginary component). Eigenvalues of the linearized system have the form λ σpjq´λσpiq . All of them are either positive or negative. Therefore the equilibrium point A σ has hyperbolic type. The dimension of the stable manifold equals the number of negative eigenvalues of linearized system, i.e. dim W s X h pA σ q " 27ti ă j ď hpiq | λ σpjq´λσpiq ă 0u " 27ti ă j ď hpiq | σpjq ă σpiqu. The last identity holds since the order of real numbers λ i coincides with the order of their indices.
Corollary 4.6. The function F restricted to X h Ă X hmax is a Morse function. All its singular points have even indices. The Morse complex is concentrated in even degrees thus its differential vanishes. Odd homology and cohomology of X h vanish.
The corollary 4.6 completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Remark 4.7. It was shown in [6] that in the case of real symmetric isospectral matrices M R λ -Fl R n , the decomposition into stable (resp. unstable) manifolds coincides with decomposition of real flag manifold into Bruhat cells (resp. dual Bruhat cells). Since Bruhat and dual Bruhat cells are transversal, the generalized Toda flow is a Morse-Smale system on M R λ . All the ideas of the work [6] work in the complex case as well.
Torus action
In this section we study the action of a compact torus on X h in detail. First recall the definition of a GKM-manifold and surrounding theory. Let T " T k be a compact torus. The character lattice N " HompT, S 1 q -Z k is naturally identified with the group H 2 pBT ; Zq. For a character α P HompT, S 1 q let V pαq denote the corresponding representation on C 1 :
Definition 5.1 (Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson). A compact orientable manifold X, dim X " 2m with a smooth action of a compact torus T " T k is called GKM-manifold if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) X is equivariantly formal; (2) The fixed point set X T of the action is finite; (3) The weights of the tangent representation of a torus at each fixed point x P X T are pairwise non-collinear:
Each two-dimensional submanifold of X, which is preserved by T and consists of no more than one-dimensional orbits, contains a fixed point.
Conditions 2-4 in the definition guarantee that equivariant 1-skeleton of a GKMmanifold X (i.e. the set of no more than one-dimensional torus orbits) consists of a set of fixed points, with some pairs of fixed points connected by T -invariant 2-spheres. The action of T on each such sphere is given by a character α P N determined up to sign:
Therefore one can associate a GKM-graph GpXq " pV, E, αq with a GKM-manifold X.
The vertex set V of GpXq is the set of fixed points of the action; two vertices p, q P V determine an edge tp, qu P E, if there is an invariant 2-sphere in X between p and q. Moreover, each edge tp, qu P E of a GKM graph GpXq has a label α pq P N -Z k , which encodes the character of the T -action on the corresponding sphere.
There is an abstract definition of a GKM-graph, which axiomatizes the properties of the graphs GpXq, however we will not need this definition. Details can be found in [10] or [8] .
The equivariant and ordinary cohomology rings of a GKM-manifold can be extracted from its GKM-graph according to the following result.
Theorem 5.2 (Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson). Let X be a GKM-manifold and GpXq " pV, E, αq its GKM-graph. There is an isomorphism of H˚pBT ; Zq-algebras:
HT pX; Zq -tφ : V Ñ H˚pBT ; Zq | φppq " φpqq mod pα pq q@pq P Eu, where the character α pq is considered as an element of H 2 pBT ; Zq. For the cohomology ring we have H˚pX; Zq -HT pX; Zq b H˚pBT ;Zq Z, according to equivariant formality of X.
This theorem gives a description of equivariant cohomology as a submodule inside the free module tφ : V Ñ H˚pBT ; Zqu -H˚pBT ; Zq |V | .
Now we prove Proposition 3.9, which states that X h is a GKM-manifold.
Proof. Equivariant formality is already proved (it follows from Theorem 3.5 and remark 3.7). Let t " pt 1 , . . . , t n q P T n . The torus action on X h is given by a i Þ Ñ a i , b ij Þ Ñ t i t´1 j b ij . Fixed points of this action are the diagonal matrices: X T h " tA σ , σ P Σ n u which is a finite set.
Consider the characters i P HompT n ; U p1qq, i ppt 1 , . . . , t n" t i , and let ij " i´ j . From the linearization (4.5) it can be seen that the tangent representation of a torus T n in a fixed point A σ has the form
Hence the weights of tangent representation are pairwise non-collinear. Condition (4) in the definition of GKM-manifold is quite technical: usually it is not checked at all. For complex GKM-manifolds it holds automatically according to BialynickiBirula method, [5] (the dynamics lim tÑ0 tx allows to reach a fixed from any given point x on a manifold, a generic algebraic subgroup CˆĂ pCˆq n and t Ă p0, 1s Ă Cˆ). The condition (4) is checked for X h by the following simple consideration. Assume the condition violates, i.e. we have a closed surface in X h consisting entirely of 1-dimensional orbits and no fixed points. Since X h is a T -invariant submanifold of Fl n , this surface lies in Fl n as well. However, it the complete flag variety Fl n is a GKM-manifold (see [9] ) so the condition (4) holds for this space.
It is easily checked that fixed points A σ and A τ of the manifold X h are connected by a T -invariant 2-sphere if and only if τ " σ¨pi, jq i ă j ď hpiq j ă i ď hpjq, 
where the block in the intersection of i-th and j-th rows and columns has eigenvalues λ σpiq " λ τ pjq and λ σpjq " λ τ piq , and all other eigenvalues are distributed along the diagonal according to the permutation σ. GKM-theorem gives the following result.
There is an isomorphism of H˚pBT n ; Zq-algebras HT pX h ; Zq -" φ : Σ n Ñ H˚pBT n ; Zq | φpσq " φpτ q mod p i´ j q if τ " σ¨pi, jq and i ă j ď hpiq or j ă i ď hpjq * Now we prove Theorem 3.11 about the connection between X h and Hessenberg variety Y h . In the first point we also prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof.
(1) Let us show that X h {T -Y h {T . We develop the idea of [3] used to relate the space of isospectral tridiagonal matrices and toric variety of type A n . Given an arbitrary unitary matrix U P U pnq consider the flag
n is the subspace spanned by first i columns of U . Let E ‚ " pE 1 Ă E 2 Ă¨¨¨Ă E n q be the fixed flag of coordinate subspaces, E i " xe 1 , . . . , e i y. Then we have F U i " U pE i q. Vice versa, each flag V ‚ determines a matrix U such that F U ‚ " V ‚ , however this matrix is defined up to right multiplication by diagonal matrices diagpt 1 , . . . , t n q, |t i | " 1.
Note that U pnq has both right and left free action of the maximal torus T n (by right and left multiplication). Consider the submanifold
where Λ " diagpλ 1 , . . . , λ n q. The manifold Z h is preserved by left and right actions, and by definition we have
The condition U P Z h implies U´1ΛU pE i q Ă E hpiq , or equivalently ΛU pE i q Ă U pE hpiq q. Hence ΛpF U i q Ă F U hpiq and we have
It can be seen that both orbit spaces X h {T n and Y h {T n coincide with the double quotient T n zZh{T n . Filtrations by orbit dimensions coincide with the corresponding filtration on the space T n zZh{T n , which proves the first statement. In fact we used the following idea. We consider a map from the set of Hermitian matrices with fixed spectrum to itself, given by the rule
In a sense, this rule maps X h to Y h and vice versa. However this map is ill-defined: on one side U is defined up to right action of torus, and on the other side it is defined up to left action. The ambiguity vanishes after passing to double quotient.
(2) The unlabeled GKM-graph of X h is described earlier in this section. Its vertices are all permutations σ P E, and two vertices σ and τ are incident if τ " σpi, jq and either i ă j ď hpiq or j ă i ď hpjq. The unlabeled GKM-graph of Y h is the same, see [1] .
(3) We recall the result of [1] on the structure of equivariant cohomology ring of a semisimple Hessenberg variety:
HT pX h ; Zq -" φ : Σ n Ñ H˚pBT n ; Zqˇˇˇˇφ pσq " φpτ q mod p σpiq´ σpjτ " σ¨pi, jq i ă j ď hpiq j ă i ď hpjq * This differs from the case of X h (proposition 5.3) only in relation σpiq´ σpjq instead of relation i´ j . The isomorphism of rings can be constructed explicitly. Let
where H˚pBT q σ is the copy of the ring H˚pBT ; Zq -Zr 1 , . . . , n s, deg i " 2. Define the homomorphism ξ : R Ñ R, which acts on the summand H˚pBT q σ by switching the generators according to permutation σ:
ξ| H˚pBT qσ : Zr 1 , . . . , n s Ñ Zr 1 , . . . , n s, i Þ Ñ σpiq .
It can be seen that ξ induces the isomorphism of the subring HT pX h ; Zq Ă R onto the subring HT pY h ; Zq Ă R. Note that there is a simpler implicit proof which uses the construction of (1). Indeed, both manifolds X h and Y h are the quotient of the same manifold Z h by free action of a torus. Hence both rings HT pX h ; Zq, HT pY h ; Zq are isomorphic to HTˆT pZ h ; Zq.
(4) For an equivariantly formal space X the equivariant cohomology is a free module over H˚pBT q, and there is an isomorphism H˚pXq -HT pXq b H˚pBT q Z. It follows that
p1´t 2 q n . Since both spaces X h , Y h are equivariantly formal, the coincidence of their Betti numbers follows from the isomorphism of equivariant cohomology rings:
Also note that Betti number β 2k pX h q " rk H 2k pX h ; Zq equals the number of equilibria points of index 2k, that is β 2k pX h q " 7tσ P Σ n | 7ti ă j ď hpiq | σpjq ă σpiqu " ku.
Remark 5.4. Floyd theorem was used in [11] 2 is a nonorientable surface.
Cohomology rings
Notice that for the Hessenberg function h min , the manifold X h min is a quasitoric manifold. The cohomology ring and equivariant cohomology ring of a quasitoric manifold can be written in terms of generators and relations, see [7] . In particular, it is known that both rings are generated by elements of degree two. Also note that the maximal possible Hessenberg function h max piq " n gives X hmax " Fl n . The cohomology ring of a complete flag manifold is also generated in degree two. Is it true that H˚pX h q is generated by H 2 pX h q in general? The answer is negative.
Proposition 6.1. There exists Hessenberg functions h such that H˚pX h q has generators of degrees ą 2.
Proof. For equivariantly formal space X, the ring H˚pXq is a quotient of HT pXq by the ideal generated in degree 2. Therefore, H˚pXq is generated in degree 2 whenever HT pXq is generated in degree 2. Now, since HT pX h q is isomorphic to HT pY h q as ring, we see that H˚pX h q is generated in degree 2 if and only if H˚pY h q is generated in degree 2. It was shown in [1] that the Hessenberg function h " php1q, n, . . . , nq produces the Hessenberg variety Y h whose cohomology ring has generators of degree 2php1q´1q. Therefore, the cohomology ring of the corresponding manifold X h is not generated in degree two as well.
